
bicycle, close to people
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effective use of bicycle

What is "Community Cycle City 21" ?

Three major problems and clues for realization

[ Utsunomiya-city / Ageo-city ]

bicycle

1.  Capability and Quality of Bicycles as Tools
Improvement for comfortable use in rainy and/or windy weather, 
although bicycles have been improving rapidly more attractive 
(design, lighter weight).
Improvement of bicycles for different speeds for shopping or 
commuting.
Effective use of bicycles assisted by an electrified motor and 
folding bicycles.

2.  Bicycle Consciousness
How to recognize that urban mobility can benefit from the 
reintroduction of bicycle-traffic as an attractive meams of 
transportation about the city.
Difficulty for most people to give up the idea of using cars, which 
they have come to accept as the norm, when the same things 
could be accomplished on bicycles.
Some businesses cannot see the benefits to be gained from a 
cycle-friendly city.

3.  Creation of Comfort Use
How to construct an urban mobility system ("Chain mobility") 
including bicycle use and combining the attractions of city 
wandering.
How to develop a bicycle road network, a street profile which will 
determine how different means of transportation can be used 
together.
How it can technically be shifted to improve existing facilities. 
How we can promote the bicycle manufacturing industry and 
develop a new common-use system like  "the white bike".

 "Community Cycle City Plan 21" is a master plan to realize these concept, which each city is going to make.
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take a long-sighted view
of the 21st century

Expected effect and its image

Total image of "Community Cycle City 21"
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gather everyone's wisdom

Free discussion on board

Title : "Community Cycle City 21 PLAN ", start from Utsunomiya - city & Ageo - city
Presenter : KOIKE, Hirotaka ( Ph.D., Utsunomiya University ) + SUTO, Atsushi ( ECOSURF co.,ltd. )


